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At 1400 hours on 09-29-84 an LCO was entered in accordance with T.2 3.3.2(b) due to
calibration of the RWCU System high flow differential pressure switch PDIS-G33-N044A.
At approximately the same time, a jumper used to bypass the instrument's trip signal
fell, causing valve F001 to shut, isolating the RWCU System. Valve F001 was reopened
at 1417 hours and calibration continued. At 1800 hours valve F001 was shut in ac-
cordance with action 23 of T.S. tabic 3.3.2-1. Ilowever, operators misinterpreted
T.S.3.3.2 (b) and nhould have closed valve F001 at 1700 hours; Calibration of PDIS-
G33-N044A continued until 1930 hours; F001 was opened at 2000 hours and the LCO was
cleared.

The switch, PDIS-G33-N044A was last calibrated on 08-31-84 following set point drif t
that resulted in an isolation of the system. Evaluation of the performance of PDIS-

G33-N044A is continuing.

Isolation of the RWCU System is an Engineered Safety Feature (ESF) actuation due to
the closure of the system's Containment Isolation Valve. The occurance of this event
had no adverse ef fects on the health and safety of the public.
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Discussion of RWCU Svntem Isolation

At 1300 hours on September 29, 1984, pressure differential instrument PDIS-
G33-NO44A, one of twa indenpendently used for sensing high flow conditions
(and system isolation) .in the RWCU System influent piping in Containment,
was observed to be indicating high system flow. A work authorization was
initiated to calibrate PDIS-G33-NO44A.
At 1400 hourd a limiting condition for operation (LCO) was entered in accord-
ance with Technical Specification 3.3.2 action (b) since PDIS-G33-N044A's
trip function was jumpered to prevent isolation of RWCU during calibration.
Following installation of the jumper, states links were oper.ed at the local
panel in order to observe the switch's contact action during calibration.
While opening the link, the jumper came loose and fell causing the trip signal
to close valve F001, isolating the RWCU system. Isolation of the RWCU system
is an ESF actuation due to closure of the systems containment isolation valve.
By 1417 hours, valve F001 was reopened, the jumpers were reinstalled and
calibration of pressure differential instrument continued.

With PDIS-G33-N044A still inoperable, operators in accordance with interpret-
ation of T.S. 3.3.2(b), 3.3.2(b*) and action 23 of Table 3.3.2-1, closed
valve F001 at'1800 hours making the RWCU system inoperable. Following the
isolation of the RWCU system at 1800 hours, sampling of the ; reactor coolant
conductivity was tnitiated in accordance with T.S. 3.4.4 a.vi continued until
2130 hours; valve F001 was opened at 2000 hours at which time the LCO in
accordance with T.S. 3.3.2 was cleared.
During calibration PDIS-G33-N044A's trip setting was found to have drifted
conservatively to an isolation trip setting of 8.05 inches of water or a
flow of 330 gpm. The trip setpoint for this instrument is 11.26 inches of
water or a system flow of 415 gpm. The instruments setpoint was recali-
brated to 11.15 inches of water.

PDIS-G33-N044A was last calibrated on August 31, 1984,,following setpoint
drift that resulted in an isolation of the system. The performance of this
instrument will be evaluated following future testing.
The proper placement of jumpers during maintenance activities was discussed
with the personnel involved with the inadvertent isolation of the RWCU system.
This occurance caused no adverse affects on the health and safety of the public.

'

Discussion of Technical Specification Interpretation

During the occurance, an LCO was entered at 1400 hours in accordance with

T.S. 3.3.2, action (b), since PDIS-G33-N044's trip function was jumpared
to prevent isolation of the RWCU during calibration. Operators then reviewed
Technical Specification sections 3.3.2(b), 3.3.2(b*),and action 23 of Table
3.3.2-1 believing that these sections allowed 1 hour, 2 hours, and 1 hour
respectively, for a total of 4 hours before having to close valve F001.
Subsequent review of the event revealed Technical Specification section
3.3.2(b) and 3.3.2 (b*) allow a total of 2 hours, not 3 hours (1 plus 2)
as originally interpreted. As a result,. operators later closed valve F001
isolating the nWCU system at 1800 hours -(4 hours after 1400 hours) rather
than at 1700 hours as required by Technicad Specifications.
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Operators will be trained in the proper interpretation of Technical
Specification 3.3.2(b), 3.3.2 (b*), and action 23 of Table 3.3.2-1
to prevent a recurrance of this event in the future.
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U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Document Control Desk
Washington, DC 20555

SUSQUEllANNA STEAM ELECTRIC STATION
LICENSEE EVENT REPORT 84-020-00
ER 100450 FILE 841-23 Docket No. 50-388
PLA -2341 License No. NPF-22

Attached is Licensee Event Report 84-020-00. The event was determined to be
reportable per 10CFR50.73(a)(2)(iv) in that an unplanned Engineered Safety

~

Feature (ESF) actuation occured during the Calibration of a differential
pressure instrument; resulting in the isolation of the' Reactor kater Clean
Up System. Also, during the same occurrence, the misinterpretation of a
Technical Specification resulted in a report pursuant to 10CFR50.73(a)(2)(i).

W -

11 . . Keiser
Superintendent of Plant - Susquehanna
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cc: Dr. Thomas E. Murley 'M
Regional Administrator, Region I
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
631 Park Avenue
King of Prussia, PA 19406
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Mr. R.11. Jacobs ,

Senior Resident Inspector
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
-P.O. Box 52
Shickshinny, PA 18655
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